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Abstract--Existing methods for the analysis of contact problems deal with the inequality constraints
arising from contact conditions by means of an implicit iteration on all constraints. This paper presents
a formulation for contact problems with friction for large deformations where all inequality constraints
are enforced explicitly. A robust solution technique for the resulting system of nonlinear equations
can then be used. This approach admits the use of line search procedures to enlarge the region of
convergence.

1. ~ODU~ON
Much
attention has been devoted over the past
years to the development of solution methods for
the analysis of contact problems. Since the earlier
studies [l-4], a number of different approaches have
been proposed and researched.
Contact problems range from frictionless contact
in small-strain elastic analysis, to contact with
friction in general large-strain inelastic analysis.
Although conceptually related, these cases differ significantly in the way they may be formulated and
solved.
Problems that admit an energy functional, such
as general hyperelastic behavior with contact conditions that do not include frictional effects, can be
formulated as unilaterally constrained optimization
problems. In this case a number of optimization
methods with global convergence properties are
available [5-71, and algorithms based on mathematical programming have been proposed [8].
The situation is much more complex when the
problem includes inelastic material behavior or
nonconservative
frictional conditions are present.
In this case global convergence is much harder to
achieve.
Among the most commonly used methods for
contact analysis are the Lagrange multiplier method
[9-121, the penalty method 113-181, the perturbed
Lagrangian
method [19-211 and the augmented
Lagrangian method [22].
The penalty method has the advantage that the
contact constraints are taken into account with no
increase in the number of degrees of freedom. Indeed,
using the displacement-based finite element formulation the number of unknowns equals the number of
displacement degrees of freedom, independent of the
number of constraints.
In the classical Lagrange multiplier method contact
tractions are considered as additional degrees of

freedom. The perturbed Lagrangian method can
be considered as a generalization of the Lagrange
multiplier method where an additional term involving
the contact tractions is added to the variational
equations. The classical Lagrange multiplier method
is then obtained as a limiting case, while the penalty
method is recovered by solving for the contact tractions and eliminating them from the equilibrium
equations,
It should be noted that in both the penalty method
and the perturbed Lagrangian method an approximate solution to the original problem is obtained,
which depends on an arbitrary penalty parameter,
and in practice this parameter can dr~ti~lly
affect
the results.
The augmented Lagrangian method is a widely
used method in optimization where a function of
displacements and Lagrange multipliers is constructed so that its minimum corresponds to the
solution of the constrained problem.
In order to apply the above procedures to contact
inequality constraints, methods are used in which in
each iteration only those constraints that are active
contribute to the incremental equations. There are
two undesirable consequences of this approach. First,
the quadratic convergence of Newton’s method may
be seriously affected if there are frequent changes of
the active set, and second, few global convergence
results are available.
It has been observed that the local convergence
properties of the Newton iteration are hard to
achieve, and emphasis has been given to the use of
consistent tangent stiffness matrices for nonlinear
contact analysis [20,23,24].
However, for fully
quadratic convergence the tangent stiffness matrix
has to satisfy regularity conditions that are being
violated by the most commonly used definitions of
the gap or interpenetration functions,
The objective of this paper is to present a method
for finite element analysis of contact problems in
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which all inequality constraints are enforced directly
by means of additional equations,. These equations,
together with the equilibrium equations, form a
system of nonlinear equations in the displacements
and contact tractions. The Newton method can then
be applied, and the region of convergence can be
improved by line-searching techniques. The method is
particularly suited for nonconservative
problems
such as inelastic large-strain analysis with frictional
conditions.
This paper is expository in nature, numerical tests
of the procedure will be presented in a forthcoming
communication.
2. CONTINUUM

FORMULATION

We consider a system of N bodies in Euclidean
space subjected to a history of loads such that
arbitrary displacements and strains are developed,
and varying contact and frictional conditions are
established. The bodies are allowed to be either
deformable or rigid.
2.1. Equilibrium equations

Tn=f,

on V

(1)

onaV

(2)

where T is the Cauchy stress tensor, p is the density
per unit current volume, b is the vector of body
forces per unit mass, ii is the acceleration vector,
n is the outward unit normal to the boundary
of V and f is the vector of surface tractions. The
divergence operator div involves derivatives with
respect to current coordinates and when acting on
second order tensors it is defined by the property
c. div T = div(Trc) for all constant vectors c.
Let ii be any (virtual) displacement field defined
on OV x T. Multiplying (1) by ii and integrating
over V we obtain
j,jv,[divT+p(b-ii)].iidV=O.

BATHE

Recall the following special form of the divergence
theorem
ii.divTdV
sY
=

r

T.gradiidV,

J n.T%dSav

(4)

JV

where for any two second order tensors A, B with
components A,, Be we write A. B = Xi,j A, B,. The
gradient operator grad involves derivatives with
respect to current coordinates and when acting on
vectors it is defined by the property (grad ii)rc =
grad(ii . c) for all constant vectors c.
Using (2) and (4), eqn (3) can be written as
N

p(b-ii).iidV

T.gradiidVI=I
4

P

s
f’,iidS
I,

av1

=O,

(5)

1

where f’= Tn’ and n1 is the outward unit normal to

Let T be the relevant time interval. Let OV
be the position of the system at time to E T. Then
OV= Uy=, “V’, where ‘V’ denotes the position of
body Z at time to. Let x denote the motion of the
system, i.e. x is defined on ‘V x T and x = x(x,, t)
gives the position at time t of the material point that
at time to was at x0. Let V = x(OV,t) be the position
of the system at time t and let V’= xeV’, t) be
the position of body Z at time t. We denote by ‘3V
and dV = x(‘aV, t) the boundaries of ‘V and V,
respectively.
Our purpose is to derive a variational formulation
for the motion of the system that takes into account
the contact conditions. We start with the field
equations corresponding to the balance law of linear
momentum. For all t E T we have
divT+p(b-ii)=O,

and K. J.

(3)

a VI.

We denote by aVJd that part of the current surface
JV’ where displacements are prescribed, and by aVU
that part of aV’ where surface tractions are prescribed. If P’ and ‘i’ are respectively the prescribed
displacement and surface traction vectors, we require
that for all t E T
III=

ii’

on dVd

f’= T’ on

avf,

(f-5)

(7)

Finally, denote by aV” that part of dV’where contact
can occur during the motion. Note that for each time
t, aV”, aV'f,and 8 V” are disjoint, and their union
is all of av.
We require ii to vanish on 8 VId. Using this fact and
eqn (7) we can rewrite (5) as

(8)
Let X = Gradx be the deformation gradient,
where Grad is the gradient operator with respect to
the coordinates at time to. Then
Grad ii = (grad ii)X.

(9)

If dS is a surface element at time t with unit
normal n and OdS is the corresponding surface
element at time to with unit normal On then
n dS

= (det X)Xmr OnOdS.
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Multiplying

normal and tangential
according to

both sides by T we have
f dS = XS OnOdS = OfOdS,

(10)

where S = (det X)X-‘TX-T is the second PiolaKirchholT stress tensor and Of= XS Onis the surface
traction per unit reference area. Combining (9) and
(10) we write the referential form of (8) as

(13)

t = t1f.q+ t*st,

(14)

a = ffJ. n

051

t, = f’J +s,

(16)

tz=f[J.s2.

(17)

where

s OVJ

where Op is the density per unit reference volume.
This is of course the total Lagrangian formulation
of the principle of virtual work [25]. The last term in
(11) is written in terms of the current surface area
for convenience. In the follo~ng section we analyze
this term in more detail.

relative to aVJ’

ffJ = An + t

“p@-ii).tiOdV

S.XTGradiiadV-

components

With these definitions
reads

the right-hand

side of (12)

s
awl

(in + tis, + t2q). ii’JdS.

(18)

Next we analyze the contact conditions. First,
no inte~netration
should occur throughout the
motion. This condition can be formally stated as

2.2. Contact conditions
Let dVfJ be that part of aVfc where contact
with body J can occur during the motion. Then
avk = u,“,, aVf’. Let f” be the vector of surface
tractions on body I due to contact with body J.
By Newton’s law of action and reaction, f” = -frJ.
Hence that part of the last term of (11) which
corresponds to the surfaces aVfJ and dVJf can be
written as

vrnVJ=@,

WET,

(19)

where 0 denotes the empty set. Second, the normal
contact tractions can only be compressive.
Consider a point x on aV’J and let y*(x, t) be a
point on aVJ’ satisfying
//x - y*(x, t) /I = mint jjx - y /I : y E av-y. (20)
The (signed) distance from x to WJf is then given by

f”.

-

s JVJ

$dS

_
i aw

f”. iiJdS

Z

gtx, t) = ix - y*(x, 01. n(y*(x. Qh
f’J. iifJ dS,

(12)

s avlf

where iif = iii,,, the restriction of ii to V’, iiJ = iilyr,
and $J s 6 J - $.
We call each pair of surfaces aVIJ and aV” with
1 Z J a ‘contact pair’. It is convenient to call 8 V”
the ‘contactor surface’ and aVJf the ‘target surface’.
Thus the ~ght-hand side of (12) can be interpreted as
the virtual work that the contact tractions produce
over the virtual relative displacements on contact
pair IJ.
In what follows we analyze the right-hand
side of (12). For the sake of clarity, we do not
carry the superindices I and J over the new variables to be defined for the contact pair. Also, we
specialize the derivations to three-dimensional analysis; equations for the two-dimensional case can then
be inferred.
Let R be the unit outward normal to aVJ’
and let s1 and sr be vectors such that (II, s,, s2f
form an orthono~a1
basis. We decompose the
unknown contact traction fKJ acting on al/” into

(21)

We call g the ‘gap function’ for the contact pair IJ.
Note that when the solution y*(x, t) to the minimization in (20) is unique, the gradient of the gap
function is given by
Vg(x, t) = n(Y*(x, th

(22)

i.e. the gradient of the gap function is precisely equal
to the normal to the target surface at the solution
point y*(x, t).
Using definition (21), the conditions for normal
contact can be restated as
g 200,

a 20,

ga =o.

(23)

We shall assume that Coulomb’s law of friction
holds pointwise on the contact surface (although
more representative friction laws are clearly desirable [26-29]), and define the functions h and iKJ on
avfJby
hfx, t) = /4x,

r) - IItcx, t) II

i’J(x, t) = liJ(y*(x, t), 1) - iiqx, t),

(24)
(25)
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where p is the coefficient of friction between surfaces
dV’J and aV’, i’(x, t) is the velocity of point x at
time t and i’(y*(x, t), t) is the velocity of the point
with position y*(x, t) at time t. i’J(x, t) is then the
velocity at time t of the point with position y* relative
to point x.
In view of these definitions Coulomb’s law of
friction states that
h > 0 and

(26)

h > 0 implies rYJ= 0 while

(27)

h = 0 implies I?’ = y t for some y > 0.

(28)

Equations (26)-(28) are equivalent to
h 2 0,

hy =0

y 2 0,

l(il’J-

yt) = 0.

(30)

120,

gi =o

(31)

h>O,

y 20,

hy =0

(32)

VxEaV’J

and

(34)

w(h, y) = 0.

(35)

Let x, 7, i, and ?, be variations of 1, y, t, and tz,
respectively. Multiplying (34) by 1, (35) by 7, and (33)
by i,s, + &s,, adding, and integrating over dV” we
obtain

c

[w(g, E.12
+ w(h, y)? + I(i”.

s, - yt,)i,

+ i(ti’” . s2 - yt&] dS = 0.

(29)

g >O,

- yt) = 0

w(g,l)=O

JWJ

Note the similarity between eqns (23) for normal
contact and (29) for frictional conditions.
We summarize below the contact conditions for
further reference

I(i’J

for example, been used in [30,31] in the context
of complementarity problems and inequality constrained optimization. Using such a function, eqns
(31)-(32) can now be written as

(33)

VtET.

Equations (31)-(33) can be interpreted by considering the following cases:
1. No contact: If g > 0, the equality in (31) implies
1 = 0. It follows from definition (24) and the first
inequality in (32) that IIt 11= 0. When there is no
contact, all contact tractions must be zero. Equation
(33) is trivially satisfied.
2. Sticking contact: If 1 > 0 and h > 0, the equalities in (31) and (32) imply g = 0 and y = 0. It follows
from eqn (33) that rilJ = 0. When there is contact and
the contact friction force t has norm less than the
frictional resistance nE. there is no relative motion.
3. Sliding contact: If 1 > 0 and h = 0, the equality
in (31) implies g = 0 and definition (24) implies
lit/ = ~1. It follows from eqn (33) that I?~ = yt. When
there is contact and the contact friction force t has
norm equal to the frictional resistance pi, the motion
of body .Z relative to body I must be in the direction
of t, the friction force on body Z due to body J.
To put conditions (31)-(33) into a variational
framework, we proceed as follows. Let w be a real
valued function of two variables such that the solutions of equation w(x, y) = 0 satisfy x 3 0, y > 0,
and xy = 0. Functions with these properties have,

(36)

Equations (1 l), (18), and (36), together with appropriate constitutive equations give a complete variational formulation for the motion of the system.
3. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

To attempt a solution of the contact problem
formulation (18) and (36) we partition the time
interval T into a sequence of time steps. In what
follows we restrict our attention to the associated
quasistatic problem. Inertia forces corresponding to
ii are neglected and the relative interface velocity
ilJ at time t + At is approximated as Au’J/At,
where AufJ is the change in the relative interface
displacement from time t to time t + At. With these
simplifications, given the solution at time t, we seek
displacements and contact tractions at time t +At
that satisfy
N
S.XrGradii’dVI=,
I{j

OVJ

‘pb.ii”dV
s OVl

-j-v,r$i~iiodS}-~,~~v,~fl.CdS=O

r

JWIJ

[w(g, 2)X + w(h, y)q + i(s,

(37)

AdJ/At - yt,)f,

+ n(s,. Au’lAt - yt2)1J dS = 0.

(38)

Given a finite element discretization of ‘V, we
approximate the integrals over aVIJ in (37) and (38)
using the values of the integrands on the surface
nodes. Although other integration formulas can be
used, this choice has the attractive property that
the contact conditions are enforced exactly at each
contactor node.
m be an index for all the contactor
Letk=l,...,
nodes in the system. Recall definition (21) of the gap
function. The minimization over the target surface
involved in computing the gap function is now per-
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formed over the ‘discretized’ target surface. This
surface is divided into segments defined by the surface
nodes. These ‘target segments’ may or may not
correspond to the boundaries of the finite elements on
the target body. For each wntactor node k, where
k=l , . . . ,172, let kt denote the point on the target
surface at which the minimum is attained and denote
by {n,, s ,k, sU ) the normal and tangent vectors to the
target surface at this point.
Let kl,. , . , kp be the nodes that define the target
segment on which point kb lies. Denote by
a: = (xl, xc, ,...,

x&)

and

~~=(u~,u~ ,,...,

u&j

the vectors containing the nodal point positions and
displacements of nodes k, k 1, . , . , kp, respectively.
We denote by gk(Gk) and nk(tik) the ~rresponding
(discretized) gap function and normal vector.
The positions and displacements of points on the
target segment k are obtained by isoparametric interpolation from the positions and displacements of
the nodes k 1, . . . , kp, respectively. Therefore the
position of point kt is given by

for some coefficients fikr with

The relative virtual displacement vector and the
increment in the relative displacement vector between
the target point and the contactor node are then given
by

iiiJ = f; fikrGkr-ii,

Body J

Fig. 1. Example of a two-d~en~onai contactor node and
target segment.
where /I is the ratio of the distance from node kl
to point kt over the length of the segment.
kr t zktI=) be the vector of contact
Let r:=(&,y
traction variables corresponding to contactor node k.
Denoteby1*‘=(eT,...,
zH> the vector of all contact
traction variables.
Let u denote the vector of all unknown nodal point
displacements. If F(G) is the vector of internal nodal
point forces resulting from the internal virtual work
term in (37) and R is the vector of external nodal
point forces resulting from the external virtual work
terms in (37), we can write the finite etement
equations corresponding to (37x38) as
F(ti) + R, (i3,+) - R = 0

(441

F,fi, 5) = 0.

(45)

The vector B, is obtained by assembling for all
k=l,...,
rn the contactor nodal force vector R;
corresponding to nodes k, k I, . . . , kp, given by

(40)

r=*

,=I

where i& and An, are the virtual displacement and the
displacement increment vectors for the contactor
node k, respectively, and iikr and Auk, are the virtual
displacement and the displacement increment vectors
for node kr, respectively.
This convention is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a
two-dimensional case where the target segment corresponding to contactor node k is defined by nodes k 1
and k2. The target point kf is the closest point of the
target segment to the contactor node. The relative
virtual displacement vector and the increment in the
relative displacement vector between this point and
the contactor node are given by
G{J= (I - fl)iikl + pii,, -ii,
AuiJ = (1 - P)Au,, + /IAuk - Au,,

(42)
(43)

where the coefficients &, have been defined in (39).
The vector F, can be written as Fz = {Ff’, _. . , F$j,
where

and k,=&-//&II.
Equations (44) and (45) constitute a system of
n + 4m nonlinear equations in the n + 4m unknowns
i, 2. It is important to note that, contrary to the
standard formulations, (44) and (45) contain explicitly all the inequality constraints associated with the
contact conditions. This system is, however, highly
nonlinear and a robust solution technique must be
used.

A. L. ETEROVIC
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The incremental
equations
corresponding
to
one iteration of the Newton method can be written
as
D&F+D,R,
[

DfiF,

DiRc
l&F,

p(ii.
2)
=;//

I[ 1
Aii
At”

F(i) + R,(G, 2) - R /I2

=[-Fz,:+R].

where w., is the partial derivative of w with respect to
its first argument and we have used the fact that
ag,/a uk = n, and ag, /au,,= - Pk,nk. This follows
from (22). Note that the matrices Di, R; and DC,F;
are refated by

where Ck is the 4 x 4 diagonal matrix

c, =

+fcllF,(i,9)11*,

(48)

The matrix D,F is the usual tangent stiffness matrix
not including contact conditions. The matrix D,R,
represents the nonlinear contact stiffness contribution
to the displacement degrees of freedom. The matrices
DiR, and D,F, are obtained by assembling for all
k=l,...,
m the contactor node matrices D+,R; and
D, Fit which are given by

-W.,kkTkk) 0

and w,~is the partial derivative of w with respect to
its second argument. Note that nonzero coefficients
for Ay, only appear in (54).
Let ~$6, +) be defined as

0

0

0

IO

0

0

0

AkJAt

0

0

0

0

ik /At

1 ’

(52)

Matrix D,F, has the form

(55)

where c is an appropriate scaling constant. Using
&it, ?) as an objective function, line searching can be
performed along the direction obtained from the
Newton iteration, in order to enlarge the region of
convergence of the method.
Note that the coefficient matrix in (48) is nonsymmetric in the rows and columns corresponding to
contact.

We may also note that in the solution process
initially the contact forces are zero and hence the
additional contact equations for A’3kare added as
node k establishes contact. These equations are then
kept in the system of equations until convergence.
Ideally, in the algorithm, the situation ;lk = 0 is only
reached at convergence for nodes that are not in
contact. However, if for some k, & happens to be zero
during the iterations prior to convergence, then the
coefficient matrices (SO) and (54) lead to a singular
matrix. In this case the appropriate columns and rows
have to be ignored for that iteration.
The full set of conditions under which this
may occur will of course depend on the choice of
the function w and whether friction is actually
included.

(53)

where each of the diagonal blocks has the form
0

0
Di,

PW.1fh*, Yk)

F; =
@I

. Auf/At

-

16%*Auf/At -

w,2 @k 3 Yk 1

~k t,k)

Ykh

)

-&f,!i

- 1, t2k

-w,,(hk,

Yk)tlk/tj

tk /I

-w,l@k~Ykhk/lltk//

-AkYk

0

0

-AkYk

(54)

Inequality constraints arisirrg from contact conditions
4 CONCLUSIONS

A new approach for the treatment of contact
conditions in large-strain finite element analysis
has been presented. The formulation is attractive in
that all inequality constraints corresponding to contact and friction are enforced explicitly. However,
the resulting equations are highly nonlinear. Hence
robust solution techniques to solve the resulting
system of nonlinear equations must be used. A
disadvantage is that in the Newton-Raphson
iteration the coefficient matrix is in general nonsymmetric (due to friction conditions), and hence efficient
techniques dealing with this nons~metry
must be
employed for solution.
Numerical tests of the method described in this
paper will be presented in a fo~hcoming ~rnrn~ication.
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